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Work experience





Types of orders

Limit order

- “market maker” - user creates liquidity in the order book

- sits on exact price and waits for execution

Market order

- “market taker” - eats up liquidity from the order book

- executes immediately

- can affect price of the asset



Types of exchanges (services)

Exchange

- real marketplace with own order book
- users trade between themselves
- exchange just takes a fee from the trade
- for example Coinbase Pro, Binance, Bitstamp and Coinmate.io (Czech)

Brokerage (“směnárna” in Czech)

- another layer between an exchange and user
- can provide trade in different currency, e.g. BTC/CZK
- for example Anycoin.cz (Czech)







API keys generation
- follow tutorial/instructions
- create new API key on an 

exchange
- copy it here
- it gives us permission to:

- read balances
- trade
- NOT TO WITHDRAW FUNDS!

Challenges
- test correct permissions
- security!

- encryption, logging
- IP address filter
- 2FA



DCA: Dollar-Cost Averaging strategy

- buying regularly by small amounts to average out the purchasing price

- for example: buy bitcoin every week on Monday for 50 EUR
- avoiding timing

the market

- easy strategy

eliminates stress

- spread your investment

in longer term







Challenges

- regular execution

- order cancellation, funds return

- error handling

- API rate limits

- REST vs websockets

- keeping track of open limit orders

- how to quickly sync filled orders

- brokerages are slower



XChange - Java library

open-source library

Maven core module with generic interfaces

Maven sub-modules for specific exchanges

Idea: “Implement the core module in your code and then

every exchange will just work as plug and play.

Adding support for a new exchange will be easy!”



XChange - Java library

Reality

- each exchange has many specifics anyway

- some you only find on some rare occasions on runtime in production

- the library’s interface sometimes limits you to do some exchange-specific stuff

- when exchange’s API changes you are waiting for the library update

- updates come in snapshot dependencies - not stable

- we are thinking of not using it



Exchange specifics - examples

Coinbase Pro and Bitstamp

- you get Order ID after its creation, yet getting its details throws either
Not Found or null pointer exception

Anycoin.cz

- slow brokerage, we need to wait long time for order confirmation
or cancellation and funds return

Each exchange calculates fees differently + rounding issues



Currency pairs challenges

What is a currency pair? For example BTC/USD

- BTC (first part) - “base currency”

- USD (second part) - “counter currency”

Different combinations, each exchange supports several similar pairs,

for example BTC/USDT, BTC/USDC, BTC/EUR, ...

They can add or remove support for a currency pair anytime

Currency pairs against BTC, for example ETH/BTC



Currency pairs challenges - metadata

How to dynamically deal with individual currency pairs...

- price scale

- base scale

- currency scale (+ display scale override)

- min/max amount

- counter min/max amount (value)

- amount step size

- tick size

- can be different for BUY/SELL or for MARKET/LIMIT
- in the end we needed custom solution for us



Exit strategy & portfolio rebalancing

Automation of trading algorithms

Different calculations for several use cases

- DCA selling

- progressive selling during price increase

- portfolio rebalancing
- for example: keep BTC and ETH in 50:50 ratio



Exchanges’ test environments

Some exchanges provide testnet/sandbox/UAT environments

Limited functionality and performance



How test automation helps us

unit tests

API integration tests

CI/CD pipelines

Cypress UI tests

currency pairs metadata checks
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